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Data Sheet - General
flow captor P-R 50
This flow-captor will
solve 75% of your
flow-sensing problems try it out, we can help you!
The P-R 50 is a “R” flow-captor and that means “relative to something else” - in
this case, the ‘R’ is relative to your flow speed.
If your “R” is something other than flow speed - tell us and we can help you.
We now have two types, an “R” and an “A” flow-captor.
click here
for details description, click here
The flow-captor P-R 50 is easy to
install. Just put it into the pipe and its
ready for you to use - no adjustments.
P-R 50 sets your present flow-rate at
100%. You can see it indicated by our
LED lights.
When the flow rate drops to 50%, an
alarm goes off.
If you want, you can set the alarm rate
to fit your needs, as it is adjustable.

Look at your flow applications the P-R 50 can solve 75% of them.
That’s right!
For the remaining 25%,
our experienced team of engineers
can solve whatever your needs may
be, please ask us!
Our type code
You will find what you need with our
type code and when you want more
options, we can design what ever
you need, ore click here
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This is our standard data sheet ....
If you need specific adjustments, please ask
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Data Sheet - technical
flow captor P-R 50
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